
1) Replacement of the quartz heater in a radiant infant warmer requires basic hand tools and
either a service manual or diagrams of the heater housing.

2) Use a cloth to safely handle the new heater and inspect the quartz sheath before installation
for cracks or chips that may have occurred during shipping. If you do find chips or cracks do
not install the heater – Contact RPI for a Returned Goods Authorization (RGA) number and we
will send you a replacement heater.

CALL (800) 221-9723 or (818) 882-8611 • FAX (818) 882-7028
E-MAIL: techsupport@rpiparts.com • WEBSITE: www.rpiparts.com
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AIH098 & AIH099
QUARTZ TUBE HEATER

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

WARNING: Because quartz heaters can fracture without warning and can
produce very sharp fragments and edges, using a cloth towel to handle
them will help prevent injury. Do not handle the new quartz heater with
bare hands or powdered gloves because the oils in your skin and the pow-
der on the gloves can cause a darkening of the quartz sheath and a reduc-
tion in the life expectancy of the heater.

CAUTION: Never work on an Infant Warmer that is plugged into a live out-
let. Many Infant Warmers contain live voltage circuits that remain active
when the power switch is turned off.

CAUTION: The old quartz heater should be treated as a hazard to staff and
patients. The quartz used for the sheath can chip or crack (producing very
sharp edges) . When disposing of heating elements, use caution and com-
ply with local and state regulations.

6) All newly installed quartz tube heaters should receive a thorough inspection before returning
the radiant warmer to service. Follow these four steps for a Safety Check:

Step #1: Plug in the warmer and operate the warmer at full power for at least 30
minutes.Watch and listen for small pieces of quartz that might fall from the warmer
module during the first few minutes. After 30 minutes turn the warmer off for 5 min-
utes and then power the warmer up for an additional 5 minutes.

Step #2: Power down the warmer and unplug it from the live outlet. Allow the
warmer to cool thoroughly and use a cloth towel to carefully remove the heating ele-
ment from the head, or disconnect the push on terminals and remove the element
holder assembly from the head. Examine the element for breaks, chips or other
imperfections and physical damage – contact RPI, for replacement, if any defects
are found.

Step #3: Reinstall the heating element or holder and replace all shields, grills or
housings that were removed.

Step #4: Finally, plug the warmer back in and operate it for 10 minutes before
returning to service.

4) Remove all grills or housings that prevent access to the heating element.

5) The next step will be removing the heating element. But first, note caution advisory below.

3) Disconnect power to the radiant infant warmer.
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IMPORTANT: Please read the reverse side of this document for important
information regarding Stabilet Models 200, 300, 1250, 1500, 2000, 2200,
3000, and 3200.

5) Continued
To remove the heating element:
Depending on the model, the heating element will need to be removed in one of two ways,
as noted below:

• If the warmer uses wires and push-on terminals to connect the heater to the
warmer, unplug the push-on terminals from their tabs and remove the heater
assembly from the head. Using a cloth towel to hold the quartz heater, remove the
old heater from the element holder and install the new heater in its place, ensuring
that all mounting clips are fully engaged. Reinstall the heater assembly into the head
ensuring that the terminals are fully engaged on their respective tabs and that the
wires have been routed away from the element as far as possible. Do not replace
the shielding, grills or housings at this time.

• If the warmer has ceramic sockets they will have internal contacts which are
spring loaded and may be very difficult to compress. Using a cloth towel to hold the
quartz heater, press the old heater further into the socket fully compressing the
spring and drop down the opposite end of the heater from its spring loaded socket.
Inspect both ceramic sockets and replace them if they appear arced, pitted or cor-
roded (Heater Socket Harness RPI part #’s AIA055, AIS092 or AIS093). To replace the
heating element use a cloth towel to hold the heater, insert one end into the first
heater socket. Using moderate force, compress the socket spring fully and swing
the opposite end of the heater into place in second socket – be sure you have both
heater terminals fully engaged in their sockets and that they firmly hold the heater
in place, Do not replace the shielding, grills or housings at this time.



February 9, 2009

Dear Valued Customer,

The purpose of this letter is to inform you that RPI will continue to support the “Stabilet”
line of infant radiant warmers with both parts and technical assistance.

For those of you who have not been made aware, the ECRI Institute conducted an
investigation of a fire that occurred in a Stabilet radiant warmer in January, 2008, while
an infant was undergoing oxygen therapy.

The incident investigated by the ECRI Institute did not involve parts sold by RPI, and no
incidents have been reported to RPI with respect to the heating elements or any other
parts sold by RPI for these Stabilet units.

The ECRI Institute has issued a report that states that there is a potential safety issue
with respect to the “Stabilet” line of infant radiant warmers, and is recommending that
these units be pulled from service, or, if not practical to do so at this time, that they not
be used in connection with oxygen therapy of infants.

So in support of ECRI Institute’s recommendations that “if it is not practical to pull these
units at this time, that they not be used in connection with oxygen therapy of infants”,
RPI will continue to support the Stabilet line of infant radiant warmers until which time it
is prudent for RPI to discontinue this line of parts.

The “Stabilet” warmers that are addressed in the report were manufactured and/or sup-
ported at different times by Borning, Hill-Rom, and Draeger Medical, specifically model
numbers 200, 300, 1250, 1500, 2000, 2200, 3000, and 3200.

The ECRI Institute report is summarized on their website at:
https://www.ecri.org/Documents/ECRI_Institute_HDA_H0045_Warmer_Hazard.pdf.

At this time, we are not aware of any action recommended by the FDA in connection
with this incident or with the ECRI Institute’s report. The FDA website is www.fda.gov.

Sincerely,

Ira Lapides
CEO & President
Replacement Parts Industries, Inc.
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